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Chapter 1 - Introduction
Currently in the Cal Poly Machine shops, students are struggling to find ways to fulfill
the 10 hours of shop experience required to gain their Yellow Tag certification. Red Tag is the
first level of certification students generally achieve their freshman year. It allows them to use
basic machine tools such as drills, shears, benders, etc. Then after completing 10 hours of shop
experience they can take the Yellow Tag test, which gains them access to use a welder, mill, and
lathe. The heads of the machine shop, the shop technicians, and the mechanical engineering
students will all have different but mutually beneficial advantages from these kits.
Currently, the students ask shop technicians for ideas, and the employees of the shop then
give them a stack of project folders on file. These folders contain photos of various wood and
metal projects with limited instructions, and can be confusing for a student with no previous shop
experience.
Students currently have problems because these folders contain limited instructions, and
so they are unable to immediately know the correct process to start making the project. Another
problem associated with this current solution, is that many students are unable to acquire the
proper materials due to lack of transportation or lack of knowledge about which materials they
would need.
Many students start college without shop or machinery experience, and so entering the
machine shops can be intimidating. The managers of the Hangar and Mustang 60 would like to
decrease any confusion with a set of kits containing basic and detailed instructions. These
projects would ideally be creative and interesting projects students would enjoy making, and in
the process learn how to use the various machinery available in both shops. Originally we
assumed these students had never used a tool before. We then surveyed around 300 mechanical
engineering students to gauge a more accurate depiction of average skill level. We will be
designing these kits around the data found in our survey as discussed later in this report. These
kits would be available and useful to all students attending Cal Poly who wish to increase their
tool and manufacturing knowledge.
Our goal, by the end of three quarters, is to create kits for mechanical engineering
students to earn hours working in the shop and to become familiarized with the tools and
resources there. We will have four kits designed for students with their Red Tag certification,
which allows them to use wood tools and general sheet metal work. In addition we will have one
kit for students who have their yellow tag, and wish to learn how to use the welders, mills, and
lathes. This will give us a final count of 5 projects.
Our overall objective is to create projects that contribute to furthering a student’s
machining education, and give them first-hand experience with the tools in Mustang 60 and the
Hangar. By the end we will deliver a total of five kits containing detailed instructions for kit
7

assembly and product assembly. The different kits will require a variety of experience and
certification, more specifically four red tag kits and 1 advanced yellow tag kit. Machine Shop
Learning Kits Formal Engineering Specifications are shown in Table 1 below:
Table 1: Engineering Specifications

Spec #
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Parameter
Description
Cost of Kit
Assembly
Cost of End
Product
Kit Assembly
time by Student
Variety of
Certification
necessary for
kits
Project must use
different tools
Materials
Units
Safety
Instructions per
tool

Requirement or
Target (units)
$20

Tolerance

Compliance

Max

Level of
Risk
L

$20

Max

M

A,T,I

2-10 hours

Min

L

T,I

4 Red Tag & 1
Yellow Tag

Min

L

S

3 tools/machines
minimum
Only standard
materials
Standard
1 per kit per tool

Min

M

A,T

N/A

M

S

N/A
Min

L
L

A,I
A,T,S,I

A, T

Table 2: Legend for Table 1

Legend
L Low associated risk
M Medium associated risk
H High associated risk
A Analyze product to check for compliance
T Test product to check for compliance
I
Inspect product to check for compliance
S Same as an existing product

These specifications were derived from our sponsor’s expressed deliverables in our
original meeting with him, and his feedback from our project proposal. Mr. Pulse confirmed
these engineering specifications shown above meet his expectations for our project, and are
approved to continue on with the design process.
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In addition we used a House of Quality (QFD) shown and explained in Appendix A,
which was a great visual tool relating our customer’s interests to the current competition.
Looking at the QFD we saw a large need for clear instructions for not only the student’s
assembly process, but also the kit assembly by the technicians. There wasn’t a wide variety in
the tools used to complete each project, so we want to focus on exposing students to a lot of
different types of tools. In addition, the current projects were not tailored to a student’s
experience level, and there was no differentiation between students with their Red or Yellow Tag
certification. Another problem was the lack of creative opportunity with the end product, and as
a consequence a limited range of time it would take to create each project. We want each project
to be able to take anywhere from two to ten hours to complete. If the student wishes to
customize their project, then they can take more time, or if they only needed three more hours
the basic product will suffice.
The current solution’s in the shop strengths were consistently low cost and use of
standard materials. In addition these solutions are strong in practicality and low commitment for
the shop technicians. We plan on our designs reducing the time commitment on the shop
technicians by including detailed instructions, pictures, and safety information. This way the
student will be more independent requiring less of the shop technicians’ time.
Another area we wanted to focus on was creating projects students would enjoy. Learning how to
use the machinery is the first priority, but we want students to enjoy the experience as well. This
can be achieved by designing desirable crafts that students will want to keep or be proud to give
away. In addition, we will have kits designed for three different levels of machining experience,
so even the beginner should feel comfortable completing their kit. This will include two levels of
experience for students with Red Tag certification and then one additional project for those with
their Yellow Tag certification. This will help instill a sense of confidence, and from there, a
desire to learn and continue practicing their machining skills.

9

Chapter 2 - Background Research
We have found plenty of very helpful background information already in the shops,
online, and in instructional books from the library. All of these resources lend themselves to a
variety of project ideas, in addition to expanding our machining knowledge. Our main challenge
was narrowing down these project ideas to things that can be reasonably designed as kits for
students to assemble. We started by reading through the Red and Yellow Tag Manuals provided
by the machine shops. These manuals covered safety material for each machine and tool, in
addition to the level of certification needed for them. See Appendix E for a link to these manuals
that can be found online.
To expand our knowledge of Mustang 60 and the Hanger we met with Haden Cory, the
lead shop technician, on January 28, 2014. On the tour he familiarized us with the procedures
and locations of various tools in the shop, but also with common mistakes made by students.
This was valuable background research to help us with our instruction manuals, in addition to
knowledge of all the machinery available. We have since made several trips on our own as a
way to become fully confident with what the machine shops at Cal Poly have to offer. The
project ideas they already had were very technical and not very detailed. Some of the options
were a tool rack and a work bench. Overall these projects would not appeal to the average
student, rather they appeal to a student with vast shop experience.
We then researched how other Universities solved this problem, and what projects their
students found interesting. One of these was the University of California, Santa Barbara. It
seems they do not have the same priority of Cal Poly for familiarizing all their students with the
machine shop as they have very strict rules about who can be in their shops and with specific
reasons. Another University we found with a machine shop similar to that we have here at Cal
Poly was the University of Delaware. They seem to address the issue of inexperienced students
through giving repeated tours and demonstrations until a student can achieve 100% on the shop
regulations test. Still, even though these schools do have machine shops for their students, we
could not find any projects they offered to their students to help familiarize them with their shops
and tools. Cal Poly is a glowing example of the “Learn by Doing” slogan and continues to be a
leader in labs and shop resources available to students. Observing other colleges was not
exceptionally helpful.
From these research materials, we were able to come up with a plethora of ideas for
projects. We found a wide variety of websites with project ideas and plans, in addition to books
for beginning woodworkers. These resources we found very helpful, however, many of the
existing project ideas that can be found online or in books from the library are too large. We
considered these with the thought to scale them down to reduce material cost and ease of
manufacturing. The books we referenced from the library are shown in Appendix E along with
other websites we visited. Appendix E also shows examples of some of these projects.
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Chapter 3 - Design Development
After deciding on our project parameters and confirming them with our sponsor, we
began brainstorming a multitude of project ideas. This ideation period was unrestrained and we
used a number of different techniques to come up with as many ideas as we could think of, no
matter how impossible. From our pages and pages of ideas, we began to narrow them down
using our parameters and interest in the projects as seen in the House of Quality mentioned in the
Objectives section.
We finally narrowed our list down to thirty options of which we further analyzed the
validity using a Pugh matrix, seen in Appendix B. We completed four different matrices for
some of the different products that were already used by the shops. We then listed our design
requirements against all the ideas we had come up with to solve the problem. This made for four
very large Pugh Matrices because we had so many concepts already.
The first existing product we compared our new ideas to was the book end. According to
the Pugh Matrix using the Book End datum the top five projects shown were the small
bookshelf, picture frame, wall mounted bottle opener, personalized coasters, and the floating
wine holder. These five projects were scored much higher than the other options. Through this
matrix we noticed the book end was weak in the areas of clear instructions, using a variety of
machinery for construction, and the end result being a desirable craft. The good news is these
qualities can be changed in any project we choose, and the five projects mentioned above are
strong in these areas. However the book end was strong on low cost and using standard
materials, which are qualities we wish to model in any project chosen.
The Pugh Matrix using the Push Stick datum proved the personalized wooden coasters,
picture frame, cutting board, puzzle box, and engraving cell case as the top rated projects. The
push stick was strong on being low cost, use of standard materials, and ease of assembly for shop
technicians which are very important characteristics. However the push stick fell short in the
areas of a variety of student experience, being fun to assemble, clear instructions, and in the end
producing a desirable craft.
We also compared our new designs to a marble rolling toy design the shops had been
using. From comparing the old design to our new design using the given specifications, we
concluded that the picture frame, personalized wooden coasters, and wooden blocks follow the
design criteria much more to beat out the marble roller. These three best the original design
through a variety of tools and ease of completion for students. The project proposals that fared
the worst were the pencil holder, the kitchen spoon rest, the cutting board, and the clothes drying
rack. Most of these did poorly because they are too simple. They would not take up enough time
to complete and the project would not use a large variety of tools. The clothes drying rack
suffered because it is too complex. By considering possible reversals of the lacking projects, the
11

projects can be revamped to be more complex. The first three designs could occupy more time
and utilize a larger variety of tools by suggesting the student add a creative design using different
tools. Overall we found that our designs were much superior to the marble roller.
Lastly, we looked at a metal tool rack. The designs that looked to most completely fulfill
our design requirements when weighed against the metal tool rack were the birdhouse,
personalized coasters, lunch box, picture frame, and wooden blocks. These scored well when
compared to the metal tool rack because they would all use a larger variety of tools, take up more
time, and were more desirable to have. A metal tool rack would only be a desirable project for a
select group of individuals. The project ideas that scored the worst were the pencil holder,
kitchen spoon holder, cutting board, and the clothes drying rack. The issues in these lacking
projects are very similar to the problems listed in the previous paragraph.
Through analyzing these matrices we noticed that there were some projects which kept
scoring low, and therefore will be dropped as possible choices. The electric plug safety holder,
wall shelves, bedside table, key holder bowl, and clothes drying rack continuously produced low
scores preventing their continuation as future projects. In addition we noticed each datum were
all weak in several areas, which we will focus on when designing the future products. Each
project can be customized to fulfill several of these requirements. We need to be sure they are
easy to assemble for students, increase the variety of student’s experience, and in the end
produce a desirable craft. This where all the existing products fell short, and we need to make
sure the future product is strong in these areas.
Our next step in narrowing down our projects further was creating a Decision Matrix for
our top choices. This method is special in that not all parameters are weighted equally. We
decided that the most important qualification for our designs is how interested the student would
be in the product. This led us to creating a survey that would better represent what Cal Poly
mechanical engineering students would be interested in purchasing and making.
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As a part of our survey we asked students to mark the top ten projects they would be interested in
building from the list below:
Engraving cell phone case or safety goggles
Puzzle box (it’s a puzzle to open it)
Bedside Table
Floating wine bottle holder
Cell phone charging station
Wall mounted bottle opener
Personalized wooden coasters
Small Bookshelf
picture frame
Birdhouse
Wall shelves
Wooden Block Letters (initials/name)
Foot stool
Basket mounted to bicycle
Cutting board

key rack
Crate for storage
Lunch box
Jewelry box
Key holder (box or bowl)
Silverware organizer
Files holder
wall hook
Vegetable Planters
Clothes Drying Rack
pencil case
Pencil holder
Electric plug safety cover
Kitchen spoon holder
Wooden candle holder

The data we acquired from this part of the survey was most heavily weighted in our
Decision Matrix, shown in Appendix C. The survey was the most helpful tool we used in
deciding which choices to keep and eliminate. The survey was also used to gather data on
student’s current ability to use tools in the shop before any instruction.
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The results of our survey are shown below:

180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Engraving cell phone…
Puzzle box (it’s a puzzle…
Bedside Table
Floating wine bottle…
Cell phone charging…
Wall mounted bottle…
Personalized wooden…
Small Bookshelf
picture frame
Birdhouse
Wall shelves
Wooden Block Letters…
Foot stool
Basket mounted to…
Cutting board
key rack
Crate for storage
Lunch box
Jewelry box
Key holder (box or bowl)
Silverware organizer
Files holder
wall hook
Vegetable Planters
Clothes Drying Rack
pencil case
Pencil holder
Electric plug safety cover
Kitchen spoon holder
Wooden candle holder

Number of Student Votes

Results of Final Product Interest

Final Product Options
Figure 1: The figure above shows the number of student votes for each final product option

In the chart above you will notice there is a group of projects that are clear front-runners.
These projects include: engraving cell phone case or safety glasses, puzzle Box, bedside table,
floating wine bottle holder, cell Phone charging station, wall mounted bottle opener,
personalized wooden coasters, and at the end was a small bookshelf. All of these projects
received over 100 votes from a survey given to 277 students ranging in age from freshmen to
seniors.
When creating our decision matrix, and gave each project a score proportional to the
amount of votes they received. This had a big impact on the results of our Decision Matrix. The
other specifications we weighted heavily were clear instructions for the students and safety.
These we decided should be weighted very heavily as well because a project cannot be
completed if it is not safe and if the student cannot understand what they need to do. These two
categories were so important, that we scored all the projects equally. We were able to do this
because those two criteria are greatly dependent on the style with which we write the directions.
From our Decision Matrix, we found our top choices with which we would move forward. We
divided the projects that most satisfied our requirements and wrote a brief description of how we
plan to complete these projects:
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Wall Mounted Bottle Opener
The back plate could be either wooden and the bottle opener made of
sheet metal could be nailed on. Or if the backing could be metal, in which case
the bottle opener could be welded on and used as a Yellow Tag project. The
bottle opener mechanism would be a net shape punched from sheet metal, and
bent into its desired final shape.
Figure 2: Wall
Mounted Bottle
Opener

Birdhouse
This would require 7 blocks of wood,
paper, and some kind of finish to make it look
standard birdhouse made in a lot of beginning
great for people with little to no experience.

nails, planar, sanding
nice. This is your
woodworking classes,
Figure 3: Birdhouse

Personalized wooden coasters
This is a two-part project. One part is the base,
which would be a block of wood with four pegs glued
into the four corners to act as a guide/holder for the
coasters. Part two would be numerous wooden circles
or squares that would require sanding, rounding of
Figure 4: Personalized Wooden Coasters
edges, and other finishing techniques to personalize
each coaster. This could include routering, using a jigsaw, burning designs into the coaster, etc.

Puzzle Box
Basic wooden box with a indent on the very bottom of the
sides of the box. Located within the top plate there are three
circular disks with a rod attached, and another circular disk glued
to the opposite end of the rod. On the bottom circular disk there is
a flat edge taken off, so when the three circles are aligned just
right the top lid will come off, and the puzzle box can be opened.
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Figure 5: Puzzle Box

Block Letters
Basic wooden blocks that the student will sketch a letters
outline on one surface. They will then use a router or jigsaw
depending on the blocks thickness, and cut along the traced outline.
Then they will smooth the edges with the belt sander, and finish
sanding by hand. This was supposed to be a very simple project for
beginners.

Figure 6: Wooden Block Letters

Cellphone Charging Station
This would be a simple wooden box with the back edge
extending above the rest of the box. The construction would consist of
using a router to cut four holes in the back panel for cords to pass
through. Once the back panel is finished the student will attach the
other three finishing the box. All the panels would be smoothed with
the belt sander and attached with either wood glue or nails.

Figure 7: Cellphone Charging
Station

Picture Frame

Figure 8: Picture Frame

Supplied with two pieces of wood to make into 4 properly sized
pieces using compound miter saw, the student would then decorate them
using saw decoration and make angles using the chop saw. Make an
indent in the back of the wood so there is room for glass using a hand
router. All pieces would be sanded. Glue the four pieces together with
wood glue and clamps. Insert provided glass. Drill holes in back of
wood for dowels. Press fit metal pins to attach frame. Use a small
block of wood to make a stand. Drill hole with drill press. Use screws,
taps, screw driver.

Floating Wine Bottle Holder
Supplied with a thick piece of wood, roughly cut, the students
could then cut the piece into the desired shape with special attention to
the bottom angle of the piece of wood. This angle could be cut using
the vertical band saw. A caliper would be used to carefully measure
the distance between the edge of the wood and the hole located for
holding the bottle. This hole would be marked, then cut using a drill
press and miter saw with a possible chamfer put in with a file. The
piece would have to be well sanded. After these main steps were
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Figure 9: Floating Wine Bottle
Holder

completed, the student could then use the same technique used to make the center circle to then
make additional glass holders
Key Rack
Supplied with a thick piece of wood, roughly cut, the students
would then cut the piece into the desired shape. The student would
also be supplied with a small scrap of sheet metal. This sheet metal
would be bent, punched with holes, cut with tin ships, and filed to
create hooks and hangers for the key rack. The wood would need
tapped holes using taps and the drill press. The student would also
be supplied with some screws that they would install with a screwdriver.

Figure 10: Key Rack

Bedside Table
The student would be supplied with a thin sheet of wood and rectangular wood stock, and
some screws. The student would cut the thin pieces into two squares of
equal size using the table saw. They would cut the rectangles into four
equal pieces. The second piece will act as a lower shelf and will need four
square notches cut out of each of the corners. All these pieces would need
to be properly sanded. Construct using the drill press, taps, screws, and a
screwdriver.
Figure 11: Bedside Table

Small Bookshelf
Supplied with a thin piece of wood, the
table saw to cut this into three identically sized
notch would need to be cut into each of the
would then be sanded, with special attention to the
of rectangular stock, cut into four equally sized
each of these posts, drill a pattern of equally
drill press. Students are supplied with a thick
cut with metal chop saw to obtain 12 equally
sized, 1-inch dowels. Assemble.

student would use a
pieces. A square
corners. The boards
notches. Then, out
posts. In one side of
spaced holes using a
round metal stock,
Figure 12: Small Bookshelf

Wall Hooks

Figure 13: Wall Hooks

Supplied with a small block of wood, student would then
fashion that block into a design of his or her choosing. The student
would use chisels, hammers, handsaws, etc. The student would then
drill two holes into the back of the piece and tap one, and enlarge
one for hanging. The student would also be supplied with a piece
17

of metal sheet metal that they could bend into a hook and punch a hole in to be attached to the
back of the wood with a screw.
Additional Data
Thus far, the brunt of our efforts for this design project has been in choosing suitable and
desirable projects for the students to complete. However, when distributing the surveys, we also
polled students on their various shop experience. Through analyzing this data, we plan to deliver
to the students instructions that will most fully suit the exhibited need. Below are the additional
questions from our surveys and analysis to help us deliver a set of instructions that will be most
helpful to the user:
1. What length of time would you want to work in the shop at a time?
2. Would you prefer one large project or a collection of smaller projects?
3. On a scale of 1-10, how confident are you walking into a shop on campus?
4. Approximately how many hours have you spent in the Cal Poly shops?
5. On a scale of 1-10, how confident are you with wood working?
6. On a scale of 1-10, how confident are you with metal working?
7. Do you have any previous shop experience?
8. Do you have your red/yellow tag?
The results are shown below in the following histograms.
What length of time would you want to work in the shop at one time?
80
70

Frequency

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

0

2

4

6
Number of Hours

8

10

12

Figure 14: The figure above is a histogram with results of the 1st question on our student survey
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We see from the chart above that most students don’t prefer to spend long hours in the
shop at one time. Most would prefer to work on their project for 2-3 hours and then return to it at
a later date. This is very helpful information when we begin writing instructions. We can design
them in two hour blocks to meet the needs of the students who don’t have large chunks of time,
and need to be able to pick up and continue working on their project at a later date.
How confident are you walking into a shop on campus? (1-10)
50

Frequency

40

30

20

10

0

0.0

1.5

3.0

4.5
6.0
Confidence Level

7.5

9.0

Figure 15: The figure above is a histogram with results of the 3rd question on our student survey

This question provided an interesting set of results. We expected a lower confidence
level among students to walk into the machine shops. We thought students would be intimidated
to enter the shops simply because they were unsure of how they worked, or how to use the tools.
Clearly this wasn’t the case as most students rated themselves a 7 out of 10 for confidence to
enter the shops. This is great news; it means we don’t need to worry about that mental barrier
when designing the kits.
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Approximately how many hours have you spent in a Cal Poly shop?
100

Frequency

80

60

40

20

0

0

10

20

30
40
Number of Hours

50

60

70

Figure 16: The figure above is a histogram with results of the 4th question on our student survey

This was helpful because seen above the vast majority of students has spent little to no time
in either Mustang 60 or the Hangar. This means we will need to be very thorough in our assembly
direction where tools are located, and how to operate the appropriate machinery. When analyzing
this data, we decided to ignore those students who were clearly associated with the shops either
through clubs or working as an employee of the shops. These individuals sometimes had hundreds
of hours and would not be interested in purchasing our kits.
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Figure 17: In the figure above is a histogram with results of the 5th question on our student survey
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Figure 18: In the figure above is a histogram with results of the 6th question on our student survey

In Question 5 and 6 we were gauging the students’ familiarity with woodworking and
metalworking. We noticed that students were more comfortable working with wood as opposed to
metal. Due to some responses on the surveys themselves, we think many students haven taken
woodshop class at their high school and have a greater confidence with wood. This is really good
to know because most students have a basic knowledge of woodworking, and so our instructions
don’t need to be as basic as we originally thought.
Some additional data we collected from the surveys not displayed in the histograms are
shown below. In Table 2 you can see our largest population was freshman students in Dr.
Davol’s Introduction to Mechanical Engineering class, and the second largest is students
currently starting the Mechanical Senior Project Sequence. In addition we were able to survey
Dr. Mello’s Intermediate design accounting for the few juniors. We choose to mostly survey
freshman and seniors because we thought these two groups would be benefitting most from the
instructional machine kits. The freshman need hours to utilize their new red tag, and seniors need
ten hours in order to obtain yellow tag certification for senior project. Therefore we decided we
wanted their opinions most, and decided to survey the classes mentioned above.
Table 3: The class level of students surveyed

Freshman
100

Class Level of the Students Surveyed
Sophomore Junior Senior
Super Senior
0
8
74
0

In response to the size of project students preferred there was no clear distinction between
large and small projects. We wanted to see if students would prefer a collection of smaller items
since as students we don’t have a lot of real estate to accumulate stuff, but the data was
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inconclusive. Therefore we will use the popularity of projects to determine which will be our
final products, rather than including a factor for size in our final decision matrix.
Table 4: The size of project preferred by students

Question 2 What type of project would prefer whether one
large or a collection of smaller projects?
# of Small
# of large
# of both
73
97
7
We asked students both whether or not they had any shop experience, and if so how
many hours. Shockingly, the data was split exactly in half. We had expected more of the
students to have been in a machine shop at least once. However this is really good to know when
writing the instructions for each kit. We can now safely assume the students have very little
experience and we need to provide even more detail.
Table 5: Students’ previous shop experience

Question 7 Do you have any previous shop experience?
Yes
138
No
138
These results from Table 2 simply confirm our assumption that most students don’t have
their yellow tag until they are required too in order to pass the first senior project class. This is
great information so we know that our main audience will be able to use the tools available to
those with Red Tag certification.
Table 6: How many students have their Yellow or Red Tag

Question 8 Do you have your yellow or red
tag?
Yellow Tag
41
Red Tag
228
neither
8
This concludes the research we gathered from the surveys. Our next step is to begin writing the
instructions in accordance with the information given to us by the students. Once completed, we
plan to contact Senior Project classes and Introduction to Mechanical Engineering classes to
gather a few interested students to complete our projects. This testing phase is indicated in the
Gantt chart and should take place over a few weekend sessions at the Hangar. Using feedback
from these trials, we will then make the appropriate changes to our projects and manuals.
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Chapter 4 – Description of the Final Design
Below is the list of our final choices; these will be the five products for the Machine Shop
Learning Kits. As discussed above these five were chosen by analyzing the needs of our sponsor
and the requirements from the students. We made sure our sponsor was pleased with the learning
capability from each kit, and yet the products are desirable so students will actually purchase
them. Included in the descriptions below are brief summaries of the assembly processes of each
kit. Material specifications and pricing for each part and kit are located at the end in Appendix C.
All kits fall far under our initial price maximum range of $20.
1. Personalized Wooden Coasters
This project was a clear favorite in both the student poll and our
decision matrix. The flexibility with
the coaster design and coaster holder
allows the student to spend anywhere
from 2-10 hours on this project. If they
only needed a couple of hours, then
plain coasters will only take 2-5 hrs.
However, if they want to decorate and
Figure 20: Dimensioned
personalize
each
coaster,
as
is
star coaster
Figure19: Personalized wooden coaster stand
recommended, this project could take
up to 10 hours or more, depending on the level of creativity. Some
examples of coaster designs are shown in the surrounding Figures. There
are drawings with complete dimensions in Appendix
B; Figure 20 and 24 is an example of these detailed
drawings. The shapes that the students choose are
not important, but we hope that they will utilize a
couple different materials for the coasters that we will
Figure 22: Acrylic
include in the kit. The circle coaster in Figure 21
star coaster
could be made of pine wood. The rounded shape
Figure 21: Wooden
would be made by first cutting the wood down with
circle coaster
a table saw, and then rounding the edges with a
router. The decoration in the middle could be cut out
with the laser they have in the shop. We are going to
write the code for a CP design, but any other design,
they would have to write some code themselves.
Figure 24: Dimensioned flat
The star example shown in Figure 22 we modeled as pattern for square coaster
a plastic acrylic part. The angles are very specific
and could be difficult to execute for a beginner, but that is why these shapes
are only an example. The student would cut the piece into a square, and then
Figure 23: Metal
square coaster
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cut all the angles using a table saw for wood. If this process ends up being too challenging, then
the star design can also be completed using the same laser with a different code design. Lastly
there is a design included for a square coaster made of sheet metal. The flat pattern is shown in
Figure 24. Supplied with a rough cut of sheet metal, the student would make the flat pattern by
shearing the sides to size and using the corner notch punch. After creating the flat pattern, the
sides would be folded up in the bender. These materials are low cost and easily accessible,
making this a great choice for a beginner’s kit.
The basic construction of the coaster holder will be a square wooden
base with four round wooden pegs pressed into pre-cut slots. The base
would be made from the same block of wood that the coaster was made
from. The students would cut this piece to size and possibly decorate the
edges with a router as desired. The pegs would be cut from a long,
supplied dowel with a miter saw. The holes in the base would be drilled
with a large drill bit. To account for tapering of the drill bit, the holes
would extend about 0.1” further than necessary. The pegs would be
secured into place using wood glue. In order to integrate metal into this
product, we included a decorative metal base as shown in Figure 25.
The decorative base would be manufactured the same way as was
described for the square metal coaster. The details for the suggested
designs are shown in Appendix B.

Figure 25: Exploded
view of coaster stand

2. Wall Mounted Bottle Opener
This project idea scored second in the decision matrix and
sixth in the student survey vote. We decided this would make an
excellent project for a Yellow Tag Kit. The CP will be made of 1018
low carbon steel sheet metal, cut using the optical plasma torch
located in the Hangar. Then the student would be able to weld the
two letters together to practice the welding skills learned in IME 142.
One of the additional benefits of using the
plasma torch with the optical scope is that
the student could use any design for the
Figure 26: Wall mounted bottle opener
backing plate to their bottle
opener as long as they could draw it without fine detail. We
will include specifications on the limitations of the scanning
plasma cutter. Once the design of the backing plate is cut, the
student will punch holes in the design in order to mount it on a wall. The holes will be
made with the standard hole punch machine also located in
Figure 27: Exploded view of wall
mounted bottle opener
the Hanger. The bottle cap opener will be supplied form a
vendor and attached with rivets as shown in Figure 27.
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The kit will come with an additional supply of the same type of sheet metal to
make a bottle cap catcher, shown in Figure 28. This part the student will cut to size using
a metal shearer and then weld together. The large
backing plate is an excellent area of metal where
beginner welders can weld lines for practice. The easiest
welding for beginners on corners such as these will
probably be TIG welding. In addition they would punch
holes in this backing plate, again with the metal hole
puncher, in order to attach the cap catcher to a wall. The
whole part would need to be ground and polished to
remove any burrs or slag from the welding process.
Figure 28: Bottle cap catcher
Detailed drawings can be found in Appendix B.

3. Floating Wine Holder
The kit to make this wine bottle holder
is a good project for a beginner red tag
student. For the average student this
project would require 1-1.5 hours, but
could take longer is multiple mistakes are
made. The strict geometry, shown in
Figure 29, could take some effort, but
Figure 29: Floating wine bottle
would allow the student to become very
holder example
familiar with the calipers and other
measuring tools available for check out.
Supplied with a rough cut of wood, the
Figure 30: Detailed drawing preview
student would have to sand and size the
rectangular stand appropriately. The main difficulty is in cutting the
correct angle at the bottom of the stand and hole position for the bottle.
However, there is a machine in the shop equipped especially for
tackling this specific angle. The angle will be reasonably easy to cut
using the table saw. The hole will be cut using the circle saw, which is
Figure 31: Floating wine bottle an attachment to a hand drill. After the initial hole is cut using the
holder
circle saw, it will need to be leveled out so that the bottle can sit at the
right angle to counteract the moment caused by the weight of the bottle. The hole alteration for
this part, however, does not need to be too specific. This alteration can be roughly done with a
wood chisel and hammer, and then smoothed down with sanding. One benefit of this project is
that if the student gets it wrong the first time, he or she can have a second attempt at making a
slightly shorter stand. We chose this design because it ranked fourth in our Decision matrix,
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which was very high and second in the survey given to students. Detailed drawings for this part
can be found in Appendix B and technical analysis in Appendix E.

4. Puzzle Box
This kit will be for a more advanced Red Kit user. We
estimate this project will take the average student 5-8 hours.
The basic geometry is a square box
with a hinged top and partway down
the front side will be an added ledge.
The lid will contain three circular
disks with a dowel inserted into the
center and another disk attached to
the other end. The rounded discs will
be supplied. The students will need
to cut holes into the middles of the
Figure 32: Puzzle box
discs for the dowels using the drill
press. The inside disks will have a flat edge cut to allow for the
Figure 33: Puzzle box example
“puzzle” part of the box as shown in Figure 33. These flats the
students would cut using a hand saw. The dowels attaching the upper and lower discs will be
supplied as a long rod that the student will have to cut to the correct length using a miter saw.
These three components with be secured with a slight press fit, hammered together and wood
glued. When these three disks are oriented in the correct position the lid will open because the
three flat edges are lined up with the ledge. Also included
would be some smaller stock to be cut for the hinge; these can
be seen in Figure 34. These boxes will be made from thin
pieces of wood to be sanded and cut to size by the student. The
sides will be attached together to form a box with finishing
nails. The ledge will also be connected with these finishing
nails. This is a little more advanced of a project since the
straight edges need to be accurate so the lid will still open in
the correct orientation. However other than that this is a
generally simple box with a hinged lid. There is also some
room for error when placing the ledge, because the student
Figure 34: Exploded view of puzzle box
can always sand down the ledge to achieve a better fit.
Detailed drawings for each of the pieces are included in Appendix B.
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5. Key Rack
The key rack was selected for the
experience it will provide the student
with in both metal work and
woodwork. Although it only scored
sixteenth when ranking student survey
data, it did score eighth in the
Decision Matrix, which considered
some additional very important
criteria which students may not have
considered when making their
Figure 36: Metal hook
Figure 35: Key rack
choices. The student would be
supplied with a rough plank of
wood, which they will reshape and decorate as desired. For a basic, minimum time required kit,
the student can merely sand and smooth the wood to make the back panel shown in Figure 35.
However, it will be recommended that the
student experiment with the wood to achieve
a more personal design. This could be
completed with a series of tools to complete
this task, such as hand saws, band saws,
Figure 37: Additional back plate option
hammers, chisels, taps, and drill presses. An
example of an alternate back design is shown in Figure 37. The strips can be made by running
the wood through the table saw and then reattaching the wood using wood glue and clamps. This
look can also be achieved by making notches out of the wood using a band saw or a scroll saw.
The student would also get plenty of experience shearing, bending, punching, and filing metal
for the hooks. These would be made of a large rectangular bar of sheet metal. Detailed drawings
for the components are found in Appendix B and technical analysis in Appendix E.
Manufacturing and Safety Plan
The manufacturing plan for the Machine Shop Kits will be the shop technicians
assembling the necessary material for each kit. Our sponsor Eric Pulse plans on utilizing the shop
cleaning hours mandatory for all students who use Mustang 60 and the Hangar. This assembly
will include cutting the large bulk sheets of wood and steel into smaller pieces for the student to
continue to work upon. We will include drawings for the shop technicians to follow in order to
cut the large sheets down to size. In addition the technicians will assemble the necessary number
of bolts, screws, and additional components necessary for each kit to be successfully completed.
The final kits will include detailed instruction, necessary materials, and any additional
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components. They will be kept in Mustang 60 for students to purchase and begin using by winter
2014.
The main safety we are concerned with is the students using tools they are unfamiliar
with. We will prevent any injury by including written safety material and warnings for the
machinery used in individual kits. In addition the shop technicians are very aware of students
looking confused, and jump in with advice the moment they see confusion on a student’s face.
Between the expertise and guidance from shop technicians and our safety information the
students will be fully equipped to prevent accidents and harm to themselves and others. We feel
these two precautions are more than adequate to face this safety concern.
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Chapter 5 – Product Realization
Our next step in this project was to build the projects ourselves. We began the rough
draft of instructions for student assembly coinciding with construction of each project. This way,
we can be sure to acknowledge any confusion the student may encounter along the way because
we will have first-hand knowledge. We collaborated with two shop technicians, Jessica Cain and
Hayden Cory, to gain more knowledge about the various shop machinery available. This was
very helpful in deciding the best process to construct each of the individual kits.
The five projects were split between the two of us for initial building. Samantha Kelley
was responsible for the Wooden Coasters, Floating Wine Bottle Holder and the Key Rack. Ellen
Chambers was responsible for the Wall Mounted Bottle Opener and Puzzle box construction.
The Puzzle Box kit was a challenge due to the small thickness of the wood. However the
table saw was the best choice in breaking up the sheet of walnut into the individual kit squares.
The first iteration of the kit provided a puzzle box that was too small, and so we scaled up all the
dimensions by 30%. In order not to waste base materials we constructed make-shift kits used for
the initial prototype and testing event, but kept the original design for the kit material for future
use. We then used the vertical band saw in order to cut the dowels down to size, and put all the
small wooden pieces in a recycled McMaster bag. During this process it was found a hand saw
worked much better for cutting the dowels, since the vertical band saw usually sent the small
pieces flying. This manufacturing change made a little more physical effort in the cutting
process, however resulted in a safer and higher quality product.
The Wall Mounted Bottle Opener Kit is a very simple kit to manufacture. The large
aluminum sheet was cut down to size by using the manual shear in Mustang60. We ran into
trouble since one half of the blade is duller than the other, and resulted in some small damage to
the material. However, once the correct half was identified we noted this change in the student
assembly instructions. The bottle opening attachment and rivets were pre-ordered, and so the
appropriate number for each was put in a recycled McMaster bag for the final kit. For future
manufacturing we are looking at purchasing a larger sheet of aluminum, and so the large shear in
the Hangar may be necessary for kit construction.
The Floating Wine Bottle Holder is our simplest kit. Although this kit has only a few
cuts to make, it is still fairly time consuming because it is a largely iterative project. The
geometry for this stand is such that every wine bottle shape requires slightly different
dimensions. This is something we learned while making the project. We recommend using the
drill press with a spindle bit or a hole saw to make the hole for the neck. The angle at the bottom
of the wood can be easily cut with the miter saw. The iterative part comes next. We are
recommending that there be a bottle on site or that students bring their own to ensure proper
geometry. Our dimensions work with the typical bottle, but for some other shapes and sizes,
additional sanding with the vertical belt sander may be required.
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The Personalized Coasters is a very fun kit with lots of different materials to work with
and a lot of opportunity for creativity. Students are able to practice working with wood, metal,
and acrylic here to make a base for their coasters and at least three other coasters. The base of
the coasters has a unique edging added to it with the router. Because this tool requires a piece
that is twelve inches long, a jig was made for this specific purpose. Then the drill press is used
to add holes for wooden dowels that are supplied. These are press fit into the drilled holes and
secured with wood glue if desired. The coasters are made with a large variety of tools in both the
wood and metal shops. The metal coaster is made with the brake press to shear and bend, or the
tin snips. The wooden and acrylic coasters can be made with mostly wood tools, with acrylic
having some restrictions. Overall, tools and machines in the shop are suggested, but ultimately
the design and process will come from the student.
The Key Rack is a simple kit that incorporates both metal and wood. The wood backing
is made using the table saw, band saw, or miter saw to shorten the material. Then the holes are
added with the drill press. The wood is sanded down using the vertical band saw, or by hand.
The metal for the hooks is then cut using the brake press and/or tin snips with the hole made
using a hole punch for metal. The pieces are assembled with screws provided in the kit and a
screwdriver.
For further instructions on how to assemble kits and projects, please see the instructions
guides for students and Shop Technicians. These packets are designed to be fully comprehensive
and should answer any and all questions about types of materials, machines, and processes that
are to be used in these projects.
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Chapter 6 – Design Verification
After the initial kit prototypes were completed, we began testing the effectiveness of our
instruction manuals. In addition we tested the quality of the final kit products. On Saturday
November 1st, our big testing event was held in Mustang 60 from 9am-2pm. We found volunteers
by presenting to Professor Schuester’s Senior Project I class, and convinced them to give us their
Saturday morning in exchange for shop hours and donuts. We had enough kits for ten students,
and even had to turn away some students who showed up simply because we didn’t have the
materials. Two shop technicians, Haden Cory and Jessica Cain, opened the shops and remained
to help the students throughout the entire morning. This testing event was a great success; all the
students enjoyed making their individual kits.
Each kit had at least two students testing the prototypes, and a few had three testers. The
students arrived at 9am and were greeted with coffee and donuts while they read through our
shop safety information. We then met with each group of students constructing the different kits,
and distributed the assembly instructions and materials. Once the students started work on their
projects we spend the rest of the time answering questions. The students had little trouble in
constructing their kit, but through this process we did find better ways of making the kits. Each
student had suggestions about how to either make the kit itself or the manufacturing process
better. We received a large amount of feedback and suggestions that really improved our original
instructions.
Below are some photos from this event:

Figure 19. Shop Technician Jess Cain helping some of our volunteers with their key racks.
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Figure 20. Toby and Austin with the wooden coasters base.

Figure 21. One of our volunteers testing his successful floating wine bottle holder.
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Figure 22. Two of our volunteers working out dimensions for the puzzle box.

Figure 23. Group Shot of everyone who attended the Machine Shop Kit Testing Event.
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Using our initial prototypes and the student’s final products from testing day, we will
select a few for functionality testing. It is important to test both our products and the ones
completed by the students who were brand new to our kits and their construction. This is
important because if one of the prototypes fails a test we can see if it was a design error or an
assembly error made by the student.
Primarily we will need to test the key rack for buckling based on our predetermined test
weight of five pounds. To test the key rack hook we hung a five pound weight from each of the
hooks and see their response. If there is no visual deflection the hook the key rack passed our
test. We also tested a hook to failure by adding additional weight until the hook either tears from
the wooden backboard or strains creating permanent deflection. The maximum weight before
permanent deflection occurred was seven pounds on the hook that was ¾” wide. This way we
found the actual maximum allowable load on the hooks to ensure they corresponded with our
theoretical values. This information is included as a warning on the kits with a large factor of
safety to discourage home testing of the failure modes.
In addition we conducted a fatigue test on the wall mounted bottle opener prototype.
This test occurred during the weekend of November 7-9th in the home of Toby Goldsteinholm.
This way throughout the weekend our bottle opener will withstand heavy usage. This will be a
good indication of its strength and durability to be opened in rapid succession. The bottle
opening attachment will be bought from an online supplier provided by our sponsor Eric Pulse.
We conducted this test to verify the supplier’s component specifications and the reliability of the
rivets attaching the bottle opening attachment to the backing plate.
Another factor we observed from this test is how easy it is for the caps to fall in the cap
catcher. This test was a design verification to ensure the bottle cap catcher’s top surface is large
enough to catch the falling bottle caps, and the original design passed. We were unable to find
data supporting normal trajectories of bottle caps, so we were unable to create a theoretical
model. This test was important to confirm the dimensions are adequate on the current design.
This test does not impact the safety of the product, so consequences will be minimal if failure
occurs, but luckily failure did not occur so it was a non-issue.
Additional information concerning these testing processes can be found in the Gannt
chart, FMEA charts (Failure mode and Effect Analysis), and the DVP&R (Design Verification
Plan and Report) found in Appendix F.
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Chapter 7 – Conclusions and Recommendations
Throughout this report we have proven that the designs appropriately fulfill the
predetermined design specifications. Of the five projects we followed to completion, four are for
red tag designated users, and one is for those who already have their yellow tag. We are going to
recommend the key rack and floating wine bottle holder for beginner red tag students, who are
new to shops and their equipment. The personalized wooden coasters is a project that will be
recommended for a student of intermediate skill level. The puzzle box is then an advanced red
tag project. Although these kits were designed at slightly different skill levels, the included
instructions made each project easily accomplished by all levels of experience in a shop.
After extensive testing, we found that our project fulfilled and exceeded all of the testing
requirements that had been set. Feedback from our sponsor and the student testers reinforced
that these designs will fully satisfy the need for teaching kits in the Cal Poly Machine Shops.
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Chapter 8 – Operators Manual
Each kit will need:
•
•

Printed Student Assembly Instructions
Base Materials

Located in the lower lockers provided to us by Mustang 60 are the left over materials from the
testing event. There is enough material to make a couple of each kit, so it is sufficient to get the
two shops started. Within the Shop Technician instructions is a list of raw materials needed for
each it, and so when you need to purchase more materials this is where you can find what to buy.
All of our files are located within the dropbox file shared with George, Haden, and Eric. The
files are separated by projects and are pretty self-explanatory. Each kit has its own file, and
located within each file is a folder that contains the Shop Technician Instructions, Student
Instructions, and Solidworks Drawings. All these files are unprotected and subject to change if
any need to be made.
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Appendix A:
House of Quality
The house of quality is a tool used to facilitate decision making in a way that ensures you
remain true to the required deliverables. It does this by visually displaying the relative
importance of the user demands into a more measurable quantity representing design quality. It
also indicates the best methods to implement as a way to achieve this design quality.
In our house of quality, shown on the following page, we have our three customers
shown in the column farthest to the left. Our three customers we are hoping to satisfy with our
kit design are Eric Pulse, the shop technicians, and the students. The next column over has a list
of the customer requirements. In the columns for each customer, we rated how important each
criterion was according to our three unique markets. Interestingly enough, this meant that the
QFD rated our requirements as almost equally important since our customers all had different
interests in the kit.
The QFD also compares these criteria against the current products being used and what
we hope to create. These existing products are shown in the columns on the right with ratings of
how well each project fulfills each of the specific design requirements located on the left. The
lines to the left of these columns is a more visual display of how well each project is satisfying
the given project parameter. In the QFD shown, our project is rated only with ones because at
this point in the decision making process, we had not decided on any of our designs. The other
projects the shops currently use excelled in using standardized materials, and ease of assembly
for shop technicians. The projects did poorly when it came to the ease of assembly for the
student and clear instructions.
The middle section of the house of quality has symbols that represent to what degree the
customer requirements are related to each other. The legend for these symbols is located in the
upper left hand corner of the diagram. This helps the QFD to calculate which project parameters
are the most important. The upper section of the QFD, or the roof of the house, serves a similar
purpose. The only difference is that this section relates the engineering requirements to each
other, rather than the customer requirements to the engineering requirements. The engineering
requirements, located along the top, differ from the customer requirements by being more
specific and more measurable. This also helps to calculate which requirements are the most
important.
The bottom portion, or the basement of the house, totals up the importance of all the
requirements with the importance of each requirement to illustrate the overall quality of each
design. Completing a house of quality analysis indicated the strengths and weaknesses of the
existing products. This was very helpful in demonstrating which parameters we had to focus on
and in which parameters their projects already excelled.
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Pugh Matrices

Figure 1. Pugh Matrix using the Book End datum.

Figure 2. Pugh Matrix using the Marble Roller datum.
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Figure 3. Pugh Matrix using the Marble Roller datum.

Figure 4. Pugh Matrix using the Push Stick datum.
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Decision Matrix

The decision matrix shown above is a different format than commonly seen, however it performs
the same function in a more compact version. For each project option we assigned a score from
of 0, 25, 50, 75, 90 or 100 based on how well they fulfilled the engineering specification for the
column. This score was then multiplied by the weighted percentage we assigned each
engineering specification based on how important we considered it compared to the other
specifications. We then added up all these numbers to give us a final score which ranked the
projects top to bottom based on which fulfilled the specifications best, and in the areas we found
most important. The results can be seen above.
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Appendix B: Detailed drawings
Includes assemblies with Bill of materials, detailed part drawings,
Process and Instrumentation Drawings
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Appendix C: List of Vendors, Contact information and pricing
Wall Mounted Bottle Opener
Item
Description

Material

Size
(in)

Steel Sheet

Corrosion- Reistant
formable 3003
Aluminum .063” thick

Bottle
Opener
Rivets

Cost/Kit

Bulk Cost

24"X12"

$

1.67

$

13.32

Chrome

1

$

1.19

$

1.19

Aluminum Countersunk
Head Solid Rivet

2

$ 0.02

$

Item
Description

Material

Size
(in)

Cost per
Kit

Bulk Cost

Wood
material

Project Panels Walnut
Plywood

4'x4'

$

7.83

$

31.30

Home
Depot

Circular
Disks (6)

Unfinished wood round
disc cutouts

1.5"

$

0.96

$

15.99

Factory
Direct Craft

1-800(4663337)
1-800252-5223

Wooden
Dowels

Oak Dowel
1/4"x1/4"x36"

3"

$

0.11

$

0.98

McMasterCarr

(562)
692-5911

Hinge Dowel

BirchDowel Rod 1/8" Di
ameter, 36" Length

1"

$

0.01

$

11.00

McMasterCarr

(562)
692-5911

Finishing
Nails

.08" Shank Diameter, 1
/2" Length

1/4"

$

0.44

$

4.35

McMasterCarr

(562)
692-5911

Wood Glue

1-Gallon Jug
of Elmer's Glue

gallon

$

0.10

$

17.86

McMasterCarr

(562)
692-5911

Vendor

Contact

Home
Depot

1-800(4663337)

4.77

Vendor
McMasterCarr

Contact
(562)
692-5911

WEBstaur
antStore.co
m
McMasterCarr

(562)
692-5911

Vendor

Contact

717-3927472

Puzzle Box

Floating Wine Bottle Holder
Item
Description

Material

Size
(in)

Cost/Kit

Bulk Cost

Wooden
Block

Pine, 1" Thick, 4" x 96"

9"x3"

$

$
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0.36

3.25

Key Rack
Item
Description

Material

Size
(in)

Cost/Kit

Bulk Cost

Vendor

Contact
1-800(4663337)

Wood
Material

Pine, 1" Thick, 6" x 96"

5.5"x18"

$

1.13

$

5.63

Home
Depot

Hook
Material

Low-Carbon Steel
Rectangular Bar
1/8" x 1/4"x6ft

1/4"x4"

$

1.09

$

3.25

McMasterCarr

Wood
Screws

Phillips, ZincPlated Steel, Number
10, 5/8" Long

5/8"

$

0.56

$

8.90

McMasterCarr

Cost/Kit

Bulk Cost

(562)
692-5911
(562)
692-5911

Personalized Wooden
Coaster
Item
Description

Material

Size
(in)

Wooden
Dowels

Oak Dowel
1/4"x1/4"x36"

3"

$

0.11

$

Wood
Coasters

Pine, 1" Thick, 4" x 96"

4"x4"

$

0.17

Steel Sheet

1018 Mild Carbon Steel
Sheet, .060" Thick
(12"x12")

5"x10"

$

Plastic for
Coaster

Optically Fluorescent
Cast Acrylic
1/4" Thick, 12" x 12"

4"x4"

Wood for
Coaster
Base

Project Panels Walnut
Plywood (4’x4’)

3”x3”
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Vendor

Contact

0.98

Home
Depot

$

3.25

Home
Depot

1-800(4663337)
1-800(4663337)

4.80

$

9.60

McMasterCarr

$

0.84

$

13.36

McMasterCarr

$

0.12

$

31.30

Home
Depot

(562)
692-5911
(562)
692-5911
1-800(4663337)

Appendix D: Vendor supplied Component Specifications and Data
Sheets
Wall Mounted Bottle Opener
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Puzzle Box
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Floating Wine Bottle Holder
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Key Rack
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Personalized Wooden Coaster
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Appendix E: Student Survey passed out to 277 students
Machine Shop Kit Senior Project Survey
What length of time would you want to work in the shop at a time?
Would you prefer one large project or a collection of smaller projects?
On a scale of 1-10, how confident are you walking into a shop on campus?
Approximately how many hours have you spent in the Cal Poly shops?
On a scale of 1-10, how confident are you with wood working?
On a scale of 1-10, how confident are you with metal working?
Do you have any previous shop experience?
Do you have your red/yellow tag?
Please mark your top ten favorite projects you would like to make.
Engraving cell phone case or safety goggles
Puzzle box (it’s a puzzle to open it)
Bedside Table
Floating wine bottle holder
Cell phone charging station
Wall mounted bottle opener
Personalized wooden coasters
Small Bookshelf
picture frame
Birdhouse
Wall shelves
Wooden Block Letters (initials/name)
Foot stool
Basket mounted to bicycle
Cutting board

key rack
Crate for storage
Lunch box
Jewelry box
Key holder (box or bowl)
Silverware organizer
Files holder
wall hook
Vegetable Planters
Clothes Drying Rack
pencil case
Pencil holder
Electric plug safety cover
Kitchen spoon holder
Wooden candle holder
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List of Resources used for Background Research
(MLA formatting for the library books you checked out)
“Woodworking Projects.” http://www.lowes.com/ideas-how-tos/woodworking-and-crafts/_/N2zbkj/npc Web. 30 Jan. 2014.
"Woodworking Projects for Beginners." Instructables.com. N.p., n.d. Web. 30 Jan. 2014.
Project Idea Folders provided by Eric Pulse in Mustang 60. For viewing visit his office located in
the center of Mustang 60, his email is epulse@calpoly.edu.
Red Tag Manual - https://studentprojectscenters.calpoly.edu/safety-tours-and-tests/red-tag-toolmanual/
Yellow Tag Manual- https://studentprojectscenters.calpoly.edu/safety-tours-and-tests/yellow-tagtool-manual/
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Technical analysis
Floating Wine Bottle holder statics analysis

Key Rack Hook failure mode
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Appendix F: Gantt Chart with summary of time spent so far, time
planned, percentages complete of all sub-tasks
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Appendix G: FMEA and DVP&R
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